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ABSTRACT

During this information age, every sector is generating massive data on daily basis and this data is to be stored so that the storage entities possess vital characteristics such as availability, integrity, authenticity, and offering secure, confidential, simple, and fast retrieval. Right from the file systems, the storage architecture evolved to today’s hybrid cloud and maybe tomorrow’s quantum cloud to meet the prevailing customized requirements. Cloud computing is a legendary technology that is necessary for all business segments in terms of efficient data storage needs. It is more beneficial to those organizations which cannot afford much on the computing infrastructure to avail of various major cloud services like IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and other supplementary ones. Cloud technology has drastically modulated the service and industrial sectors to an extent that cyber attackers are relying much more to capitalize on even miniature leaks despite the exhaustive security measures. The technology took its shape in offering various types like Public, Private, Hybrid, Multi and Multi-Hybrid clouds. Every technology is a threat prone not leaving cloud-related as an exception. Due to Covid 19 pandemic, the Health segment is revolutionized in which enormous data is generated worldwide. Not only in the health domain but also in various sectors the data is generated at a rapid speed. Whichever the industry, the data is to be immensely protected. In this research fragment, we are intended to design novel security architecture for a multi-cloud environment applied to Electronic Health Records (EHR) and analyze it’s working.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Cloud computing eased the storage solutions more to the point offering computational efficiency. The cloud infrastructural solutions extend tremendous support to small, medium and large scale organizations. However the security ailments shall not leave any technological prospects. Security is like a race between offensive and defensive potential. Although cloud technology seems to be promising, security violations are unavoidable.

Health care domain is accelerating above and beyond is sensitive. The data generated from time to time in the form of EHRs, laboratory tests information, medical scan images, and pharmaceutical data is very massive and requires enormous storage. The sources of information of health care data are as given in the figure 1. Of course the cloud and big data services are addressing the problem. Observing the dark side of the technology there are numerous developments which aid in compromising the security. In this context the need of security solutions is inevitable. It is never ending process that protective solutions for the abhorrent security...
issues are to be developed. Data ownership is more related to data privacy rather than data security. Privacy could be claimed as a moral right for individuals and groups when using information systems, whereas computer security is not a moral right in itself.

Fig 1: Health care data sources of information [23]

80% of company management “fear security threats and loss of control of data and systems”. Single cloud services are subjected to outage wherein the shift towards inter clouds or multi cloud is the current trend. The businesses trust that it is an effective solution to move to multi cloud due to the reason that they get relaxed from vendor lock in problems and also the security concerns. In this scenario agile solutions are need of the hour towards which we made our effort in designing a competent solution in which the data is divided and bi-level encrypted/decrypted with proficient algorithms before getting uploaded/retrieved to or from multiple clouds. In the subsequent section we reviewed the literature of various researchers followed by the discussions of proposed solution which covers architecture, algorithms and performance analysis in the next section. The conclusions are given in the final section.

2. BACKGROUND RESEARCH

Several researchers proposed their solutions among which few are reviewed and highlighted their work. In [1] Yazan Al-Issa et.al. discussed the need of storing the e-health data stating the benefits and limitations of e-health cloud [15][16]. They also mentioned the security threats for such e cloud solutions and mitigation mechanisms. A couple of standards defined in the security and privacy perspective of EHRs include ISO/TS 18308 standard [13], International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) [14].

N. Velmurugan et.al. in [2] & [3] mentioned the concept of Confidentiality, Protection and Privacy of Data (CPPD) giving a detailed analysis of few algorithms and the level of security of cloud environment. They proposed an exclusive mechanism in the form of an algorithm in the multi cloud architecture so as to improve CPPD.

Adoption of cloud technologies by enterprises had been accelerated due to the distinctive benefits offered to various domains. Health care industry is one among them which avails the technological advantages. It was addressed by Tatiana Ermakova et.al. in [4]. They presented a novel solution to provide security to store the health care data into multi-cloud. In their solution they health records were fragmented and moved to various clouds. The prime features of their proposed solution is Shamir’s secret sharing scheme and Rabin’s algorithm which performed well by creating a low overhead. They performed various case studies and satisfied the security and privacy concerns to most extent which were mentioned in [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22].

The security and privacy confronts hamper the cloud adoption at a large scale towards which Benjamin Fabian et.al. in [5] had given a novel solution for inter organizational data sharing. Attribute based encryption was used as a part of their multi cloud architecture which resulted in reducing the adversaries of different cloud providers. They demonstrated the practical viability and performance of their implementation in the form of several experiments.

Poor architectures results in impeding the cloud security. It was indicated in [6] by Henry Edet et.al. through their mapping study conducted. In their study it was identified that 73 percent of literature revealed that efficient frameworks and architectures lead to prevent the security and data
privacy breaches in cloud computing [24] [25]. They aimed at designing a universal multi cloud security after studying few frameworks viz., Risk Assessment Framework designed by European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)[26], NIST reference architecture[27] and others.

Medical record databases, power system historical information and financial data are some examples of critical data which certainly needs the cloud assistance which provides reliability and security to a large extent. In [7], Alysson Bessani et.al. presented DEPSKY, a system aiming at improving the availability, integrity and confidentiality of data uploaded onto diverse clouds which form cloud-of-clouds. They used four commercial clouds and deployed using PlanetLab. DEPSKY provides all the necessary features of cloud security at an optimal cost. They combined Byzantine quorum systems protocols in attaining the optimality.

In [8] Kevin D. Bowers et.al. introduced a distributed Cryptographic multi cloud security system HAIL (High-Availability and Integrity Layer) which is robust. HAIL is a remote file integrity checking protocol which offers the vital features of multiserver application of Proof of Reliability protocols. HAIL exhibited better performance when compared to the existing solutions.

Haider Ali Khan Khattak et.al. in [9] identified that Single cloud seems to be more vulnerable in terms of security and hence it is less popular in healthcare. Then a move towards multi–cloud which is also said as “cloud–of–clouds” was made. They provided insights of security aspects in single–cloud as well multi–cloud apart from the security recommendations for healthcare systems.

Hybrid and Secure Data Sharing Architecture (HSDSA), an innovative and effective architecture was proposed by Tayssir Ismail et.al. in [10], which bridges the patient and e-health system requirements. HSDSA is a privacy preserving framework concerned with security, privacy, and integrity of healthcare data in multi cloud architecture. In their approach RSA was used to encrypt the medical records. Shamir’s secret sharing approach had been adopted for distribution of shares to different cloud service providers. In the retrieval phase, they used Schnorr algorithm and for key management Diffie-Hellman algorithm was used. Due to the vital features in their approach, the patient acquires total control over the generation and management of the keys.

The model in [11] proposed by Leila Megouache et.al. provide authentication and data integrity in a distributed and interoperable cloud environment. Their approach comprises three steps, establishing a private virtual network to secure the data in transit; followed by an authentication method based on encryption and finally a mechanism to compute the integrity of data which was distributed on to various clouds. The data is fragmented to minimize the risk of vulnerability. Their simulation model reduced the number of intrusions.

In [12], Jens-Matthias Bohli et.al. surveyed various research articles on the security merits with respect to multiple distinct clouds. A variety of architectures have been introduced and discussed depending on the security and privacy aspects. They analyzed four multi cloud approaches in terms of legal compliance, guaranteed security, fragile spots and feasibility.

Observations from the above literature:

Having gone through the mentioned related research work and other research articles, it is understood that multi cloud architecture has significance in providing cloud services to the health care domain users. Although the infrastructure seems to be substantial, the security features may decline the prospect of multi cloud system. To empower the multi cloud system certain security models have to be incorporated. Several researchers worked in this direction and proposed distinguished approaches among which HAIL, HSDSA and others have been noteworthy. All the approaches are identified implementing
single encryption mechanism. Hence the implementation of encryption at two levels is introduced which happens before and after dividing the data. Due to this double encryption mechanism the security gets enhanced. In some articles the data is categorized and depending on the type of data it has been uploaded to cloud. In our approach which ever data is to be uploaded, it shall be fragmented into equivalent parts and then uploaded to the clouds. Moreover the idea is to implement both symmetric and asymmetric encryption mechanisms due to which the data is securely covered under holistic approach.

3. PROPOSED WORK (MULTI CLOUD SECURITY MODEL)

3.1 Architecture

Our architecture encompasses bi level encryption/decryption design in which at the first level the data is processed using public encryption mechanism and at the second level private encryption procedures are used.

The data which is to be uploaded by the user firstly gets encrypted with RSA algorithm, further divided into three chunks. Each data chunk gets uploaded to separate cloud post encryption using DES, AES and BlowFish respectively. Receiving the user request, the data retrieval process is initiated by generating three keys for decrypting the stored data in three clouds. The decrypted chunks from the clouds get merged on which decryption is applied at the next level from which the original data file is obtained. The overall architecture could be observed from figure 2.

3.2 Upload And Retrieval Process

Our cloud security architecture which stores data into multiple clouds comprises various modules. The upload and retrieval processes are as shown in figures 3 and 4 respectively. Following are the algorithms for both the processes.

Algorithm Upload data:

Step 1: User selects the data
Step 2: Generate RSA_U (Public key) & RSA_R (Private key)
Step 3: RED  RSA_U(data)
Step 4: REDC_t  DDM(RED) (t=1,2,3)
Step 5: Generate K_1, K_2, K_3
Step 6: Obtain D, T, IP
Step 7: Initialize V
Step 8: DES_K_C1  K_1 ⊕ D ⊕ T
Step 9: AES_K_C2  SHA_256(K_2 ⊕ V)
Step 10: BLFI_K_C3  K_3 ⊕ IP
Step 11: DEDC_1  E_DES_K_C1(REDC_1)
Step 12: DEDC_2  E_AES_K_C2(REDC_2)
Step 13: DEDC_3  E_BLFI_K_C3(REDC_3)
Step 14: Upload DEDC_t to Cloud (t=1,2,3)

Algorithm Retrieve data:

Step 1: Patient requests the data
Step 2: Get DES_K_C1, AES_K_C2, BLFI_K_C3
Step 3: DDC_1  D_DES_K_C1(DEDC_1)
Step 4: DDC_2  D_AES_K_C2(DEDC_2)
Step 5: DDC_3  D_BLFI_K_C3(DEDC_3)
Step 6: MD  DMM(DDC_1, DDC_2, DDC_3)
Step 7: data  RSA_R(MD)

3.3 Encryption And Decryption Processes

The encryption process is done in two phases; one being the Asymmetric encryption and the other being Symmetric encryption. We used RSA algorithm towards public encryption mechanism while in the private encryption phase three algorithms viz., Data Encryption Standard (DES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Blow Fish (BFi) for each cloud respectively are used. As we are proposing our model for security for EHRs, we felt the need of incorporating asymmetric encryption i.e., through RSA algorithm. During the first phase there is a need of a public-private key pair which is generated through a key generation process and during the second phase three keys one for each algorithm are generated.

The key generated for DES encryption is of 56 bits and for AES it is 256 bits; besides BLFI algorithm is operated with the key size in multiples of 32 bits. The encryption and decryption elements are represented in table 1.
### Table 1: Encryption and Decryption representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encryption elements</th>
<th>Decryption elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RED = RSA_U(data)</td>
<td>DDC_1 = D_{DES_{K_C1}} (DEDC_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDC_1 = DDM(RED)</td>
<td>DDC_2 = D_{AES_{K_C2}} (DEDC_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDC_2 = DDM(RED)</td>
<td>DDC_3 = D_{BLFI_{K_C3}} (DEDC_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDC_3 = DDM(RED)</td>
<td>MD = DMM(DDC_1, DDC_2, DDC_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDC_1 = E_{DES_{K_C1}} (REDC_1)</td>
<td>data = RSA_R(MD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDC_2 = E_{AES_{K_C2}} (REDC_2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDC_3 = E_{BLFI_{K_C3}} (REDC_3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RED – RSA Encrypted Data, REDC – RSA Encrypted Data Chunk  
DEDC – Double Encrypted Data Chunk, DDM – Data Division Module  
U – Public key representation, R – Private key representation  
DDC – Decrypted Data Chunk, MD – Merged Data, DMM – Data Merge Module

#### 3.4 Data Division And Merge Modules

This is one among the strengths of our architecture. Rather than uploading the data to single cloud, it is uploaded into multiple clouds. The data shall be divided into multiple parts and then processed. As we are using three clouds we divided the data into three parts and uploaded each to one cloud. Similarly after decryption, the data chunks are merged so as to provide it to the RSA decryption. Here the division of data is done in equal proportions. However the research is open on how the data could be partitioned. Usually the EHR data will be in the form of either alphanumeric, a document, or an image. We performed the experimentation on all three types of data.

#### 3.5 Key Management Module

As our current context is providing security for Electronic health records of patients, the data is uploaded to cloud/s either by the health care unit or by the patient. In case the health care unit uploads the data, for RSA we need public key and it could be from the user details. Connectively the private key of the particular user will be with the user him/her self with which the data could be retrieved.

Alternatively if the patient uploads/retrieves the data then the public and private keys are available with him/her. In our experiment we demonstrated with two random generated keys considering one as public key and the other as private key for RSA Encryption and Decryption procedures.

At the next level i.e., private encryption/decryption processes, there is a need of three keys for the three algorithms. Since we are implementing symmetric process, the same key is used for encryption as well as decryption.

In our experiment three keys K_1, K_2, K_3 of length 56 bits, 256 bits and 32 bits are randomly generated after which three dynamic values are used for final key generation.

\[
DES_{K_C1} = K_1 \oplus D \oplus T
\]
\[
AES_{K_C2} = SHA_{256}(K_2 \oplus V)
\]
\[
BLFI_{K_C3} = K_3 \oplus IP
\]

K_1 = Randomly generated Key of size 56 bits  
D = Date in the form DD-MM-YYYY = 8*7 bits = 56 bits  
T = Time in the form HH-MM-MSEC = 8*7 bits = 56 bits  
Hence \(DES_{K_C1}\) is of size 56 bits

K_2 = Randomly generated Key of size 256 bits  
V = A fixed value of size 256 bits  
\(AES_{K_C2}\) is of size 256 bits which is obtained by applying SHA on \(K_2 \oplus V\)

K_3 = Randomly generated Key of size in multiples of 32 bits  
IP = IP address of size either 32 bits or 128 bits.
4. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

We developed the proposed simulated architectural solution using Java on the Intel i3-3220 @ 3.30GHz machine. Our proposed solution involves efficient architectural design.

Due to the public key encryption there is no need to share the key with other parties. It is enough for the EHR holder to share the public key. The bi-level encryption adds high security to the data due to the reason that, an attacker needs to crack 4 keys and break four algorithms.

The advantage with this mechanism is that the data is partitioned and uploaded to three clouds which enhance the security. The probability of security improvement is represented in table 2.

Table 2: Security probabilities of various architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability of Security</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Pr(Sec}_{\text{data}} \propto \text{Pr(Sec}_C + \text{Pr(Sec}_E) )</td>
<td>Single cloud – Single encryption algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Pr(Sec}<em>{\text{data}} \propto \text{Pr(Sec}</em>{C1} + \text{Pr(Sec}<em>{C2}) + \ldots \text{Pr(Sec}</em>{Cn} ) + \text{Pr(Sec}_E) )</td>
<td>Multiple cloud – Single encryption algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Pr(Sec}<em>{\text{data}} \propto \text{Pr(Sec}</em>{C1} + \text{Pr(Sec}<em>{C2}) + \ldots \text{Pr(Sec}</em>{Cn} ) + \text{Pr(Sec}<em>{EA1}) + \text{Pr(Sec}</em>{EA2}) + \ldots + \text{Pr(Sec}_{EAn} )</td>
<td>Multiple cloud – Multiple encryption algorithms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\# - In our proposed architecture the number of clouds and Encryption algorithms are 3 and 4 respectively.

\( \text{Pr(Sec}_{\text{data}} \) represents Probability of data being secure

\( \text{Pr(Sec}_C \) is the Probability of security provided by the cloud C.

\( \text{Pr(Sec}_E \) is the Probability of security provided by the cloud Cn.

\( \text{Pr(Sec}_E \) is the Probability of security provided by the Encryption algorithm EA.

\( \text{Pr(Sec}_E \) is the Probability of security provided by the Encryption algorithm EAn.

The key computation for the three algorithms is done very elegantly which further boosts the security of architecture.

i) DES algorithm is operated with the key generated using 3 components, a random number, date and time (time stamp) which are dynamic in nature.

ii) A 256 bit key which is the hash code generated by applying Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256) on the XOR value of a random number and a fixed value, is supplied for AES.

iii) The Blow Fish algorithm is supplied a key generated using two components i.e., a variable size random number in multiples of 4 Bytes and IP address of the machine from where the document is being uploaded. The IP address is dynamic in nature having size of either 32 (IPV4) or 128 (IPV6) bits. The ‘n’ number of 4 Byte parts of random value will be XORed with one another and produces 32 bit value say K3. If the IP address is of size 32 bit it is directly XORed with K3. Alternatively if the size of IP address is 128 bits the four number of 4 Byte parts of 128 bit are XORed with one another producing 32 bit value after which it will be XORed with K3.

Due to the dynamic nature of components considered in key generation, the probability of security with Encryption algorithms shall be high.

Performing brute force attack may be quite difficult since the number of exhaustive keys required is \(2^{56+256+32}\) along with the RSA private key.

The advantages of our proposed architecture are remarkable but it places overhead of data division and merge, multiple encryptions and data upload to multiple clouds.

The time consumption of various modules with respect to the simulations carried out are depicted in figures 5 & 6 respectively. However the performance in terms of time consumption when implemented with the actual clouds shall depend on various factors like the internet speed, cloud support and others.
5. CONCLUSION:

Multi cloud is a major research area in which the security concerns are very much imperative. In our article we proposed a multi cloud security architecture which is a bi level design implementation. The architecture constitutes upload and retrieval of Electronic health data of patients on to multiple clouds by partitioning the data into chunks encrypted with multiple algorithms at two levels. The simulation carried out demonstrates the implementation of architecture with the time consumption details. Nevertheless the performance of practical implementation is influenced by various factors. Our solution seems to be promising in terms of security because of the features two-level encryption; dynamic, simple and robust key generation process; data fragmentation and reassembly; multiple encryption algorithms and multiple clouds. The security performance is analyzed on a theoretical basis leaving the cryptanalysis part for the future research. Also few aspects such as data partitioning algorithms, Number of clouds to be considered, Key distribution mechanism, Trust factor computation may be considered for research in future.
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